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Wim van Acht, Capitalmind: “These

Fabulous 40 companies have been

able to continue their growth despite

the crisis in 2008 and 2009, which

shows their long term vision and their

adaptability to the changing demands

and circumstances in the market."

Why is this group successful?
It is largely mentioned that the suc-

cess is due to dedicated expertise in

niches, excellent workflow, trans-

parency and thorough knowledge of

the markets. Moreover, these suc-

cessful players are ahead of their

competitors in social and technical in-

novation.

The supply and demand in the market

are becoming more aligned because

of the internet and social media. Ad-

ditonally, there is a growing demand

for human resource services along

with the reduction of employers' risks.

Who has access to the right people at

the right time, in the right place with

the right risk analysis? Long-term

customer contacts, expertise, high

quality professional networks and 

excellent internal and external com-

munication will make a difference in

addition to an outstanding automa-

tion of workflow.

In successful organizations, internal

and external staff are well trained,

knowledgeable and get a lot of re-

sponsibility. More often the staff is

being recruited from the client's area

of expertise. Combined with high qual-

ity administrative processes, these

employees are the eyes and ears of

their management. These conditions

help staffing companies to anticipate

to changing demands of clients in

time.

The Fabulous 40 companies that are

mentioned focus on General Staffing,

Payroll, Engineering, Professional /

Specialties and Managed Services

Providers (MSP). Among these com-

panies Payroll and Professional

Staffing are the fastest growing seg-

ments.

In alphabetic order we present eight

of these companies. We selected them

because they all, in their own way,

show the great diversity and the chal-

lenges in the flexible workforce indus-

try. We picture them, not to the

detriment of the other companies in

this Fabulous 40. The companies

themselves, their clients and candi-

dates of course know their own crafts-

manship!

The list of the 40 most successful companies in the Staffing Industry is presented to

you in this Fabulous 40 report. The companies of this list are selected based on their

average growth over the years 2010, 2011 and 2012. The listed companies on the stock

market are excluded from this ranking. This fabulous 40 is the first edition for the

Dutch Staffing Industry.

Successful players are ahead of

their competitors in social and

technical innovation.

Great diversity and challenges

Marleen Vermeer and Wim van Acht, Capitalmind

Capitalmind also publishes these rankings
for the Industry, Retail and Food sector.



Capitalmind Fabulous 40 - Staffing Industry

Capitalmind retains the five following criteria for this Fabulous 40 list:

• The company is active and headquartered in the Netherlands.
• A minimum revenue of five million euro in one of  the three measured years.
• The annual financial statements are filed at the Chamber of Commerce.
• Majority stake owned by Dutch shareholders or private equity firms.
• Not listed on a stock exchange.

The collected data has been retrieved from the Chamber of Commerce,
company websites, public information and interviews. The growth has been
calculated as the average growth over the years 2010, 2011 and 2012 (CAGR,
Compounded Annual Growth Rate)

Should there be any confusion, discussion as to inclusion in the list or
suggestions for improvement, please contact wim.van.acht@capitalmind.com 
marleen.vermeer@capitalmind.com or dial +31 73 6238774.
This list is compiled by Capitalmind Corporate Finance Advisory.

1 Xelvin Technical/Engineering/ICT € 38,7 € 30,6 € 14,2 65%

2 FSGroep Staffing agencies € 14,0 € 8,8 € 6,1 51%

3 Brainnet Financial/Public € 241,5 € 183,3 € 110,6 48%

4 Staffing Associates General/Healthcare € 37,0 € 30,0 € 20,0 36% ✔

5 DIT Bouw en Techniek Technical/Engineering € 75,7 € 92,2 € 42,8 33% ✔ H2 Equity Partners

6 YoungCapital (Studentenwerk) General € 76,1 € 61,7 € 46,2 28%

7 Driessen Public € 108,3 € 87,8 € 66,4 28% ✔

8 Careermaker Uitzendorganisatie General € 14,1 € 11,4 € 9,1 24%

9 HR Via Care General € 8,1 € 5,7 € 5,2 24%

10 Pay for People General € 33,9 € 28,5 € 22,0 24%

11 The Employment Group Technial/Construction € 41,3 n.a. € 27,0 24% ✔ Bencis Capital Partners

12 Alertec Uitzendburo Technical € 18,0 € 14,1 € 11,8 24%

13 Atlas Services Group Technial/Maritim € 156,5 € 124,4 € 108,1 20% ✔ HAL Investments

14 Werktalent General € 13,5 € 13,4 € 9,4 20%

15 Please Groep General € 44,2 € 38,6 € 31,1 19%

16 Timing Uitzendteam General € 292,0 € 280,0 € 207,4 19% ✔

17 Oranjegroep Holding Technial/Construction € 26,9 € 22,1 € 19,3 18%

18 Dosign Engineering Technical/Engineering € 23,1 € 22,7 € 16,7 18%

19 Welten Holding Finance € 53,8 € 45,1 € 38,9 18% Synergia

20 Payroll Select Nederland General € 76,8 € 70,9 € 55,9 17% ✔

21 Prima Personeel Technial/Construction € 28,0 € 23,8 € 21,0 15%

22 Metaal Flex Nederland Construction/Production/Facility € 11,2 € 12,2 € 8,5 15%

23 Flextra Groep Technical/Construction € 20,8 € 18,5 € 16,7 12%

24 Humares Holding Technical/Maritim/Engineering € 120,3 € 104,9 € 97,3 11% ✔ ABN AMRO Participaties

25 Star Group B.V. Oil&Gas € 94,6 € 82,8 € 76,8 11% ✔ Parcom Capital

26 Isoper Engineering Services* Technical/Engineering € 15,0 € 14,7 € 12,2 11%

27 Consolid Logistics/Safety € 42,8 € 44,4 € 35,6 10%

28 AB Werkt U.A. (Zuid-Nederland) Industry/Construction/Agricultural € 49,6 € 48,8 € 41,3 10%

29 InAxtion Technical € 28,7 € 30,9 € 24,0 9%

30 OTTO Work Force General € 121,0 € 116,1 € 101,4 9% ✔

31 Peak IT B.V. IT € 21,0 € 19,8 € 17,8 9%

32 Kolibrie Uitzendbureau General € 39,8 € 36,9 € 34,4 8%

33 Covebo Uitzendgroep Technical/Construction/Production € 64,5 € 67,9 € 55,9 7%

34 Continu Recruitment Services Technical/Engineering € 23,0 € 24,0 € 20,1 7%

35 IBN-Productie B.V. Production/Agricultural € 37,0 € 37,4 € 32,5 7%

36 Abiant Personeelsdiensten Industry/Construction/Agricultural € 60,7 € 60,1 € 53,5 7% ✔

37 MF (Mutua Fides) Uitzendbureau General € 39,9 € 40,0 € 35,3 6%

38 Aditech Group Technical/Engineering € 13,5 € 14,5 € 12,0 6%

39 AB Vakwerk Groep Industry/Construction/Agricultural € 84,3 € 84,1 € 75,8 5%

40 Undutchables Recruitment Agency Office/IT € 7,8 € 8,2 € 7,1 5%

NR Company Branche Total Total Total CAGR M&A Private
turnover turnove turnove (percent activi- equity

2012 2011 2010 growth) ties
in mln. € in mln. € in mln. €



Nieuwegein, 35 internal employees

MSP, Intermediate and Contract

Management. Active in banking, 

insurance, finance, IT and energy.

"Setting up and implementing hiring

processes including the prevention of

tax, labour and integrity risks is our

expertise," says Christoph van der

Stelt, Deputy Director of Brainnet. For

a variety of clients, we assume the

role of Managed Service Provider, In-

termediate or Contract Manager. Tra-

ditionally we have been active in

banking and insurance. We are also

active in other segments like con-

struction, engineering and education

and we operate in a number of other

domains. These are organizations

with very specific requirements in

terms of hiring, safety or the use of

foreign workers.

We are independent, which means

that we do not outsource our own

people and we do not have preference

for specific suppliers. 

We work with a network of a few thou-

sand suppliers, ranging from large

public staffing companies, outsourc-

ing personnel, niche parties, partner-

ships and freelance professionals. We

provide a gateway that grants access

to challenging projects with promi-

nent clients. We believe in profession-

alism, personal contact and combine

knowledge of people with full trans-

parency about our fees, contracts and

hiring conditions. We perceive a well-

designed and managed flexible work-

force as a strategic tool that allows

organizations to become scalable and

provide a competitive advantage."

Helmond (headquarter), 300 internal

employees. HRM services for the

public sector: government, educa-

tion, health & welfare and culture.

"At Driessen we unite people and

work, provide insight and information

through clear documentation and

make work easier with human re-

source software. In addition we are a

nationwide employer for approxi-

mately 15,000 people annually", 

Director Jeroen Driessen explains.

"The majority of our flexible employ-

ees are temporary workers with con-

tracts of 1 to 2 years, nevertheless we

notice that the number of indefinite

contracts is increasing. We started

with P & O services for municipalities 

20 years ago. Nowadays, we offer

comprehensive HR services including

payroll to the entire public sector, con-

taining government, education, health

& welfare and cultural sector.

We provide tailor-made solutions to

address the personnel issues of our

clients. In addition, we ensure that

Human Resource information is easily

accessible. We develop digital solu-

tions for more efficient Human Re-

source processes. We bring people

and work together and guarantee that

our clients have access to the most

optimal staffing levels. We find a flex-

ible employee, new colleague or a

temporary replacement to ensure

that work can continue.

To express our responsibility as an

employer, we provide not only a

proper salary and a straightforward

contract, but also a steady contact-

person, free e-learning courses, staff

benefits, access to our online personal

‘My Driessen portal’, sickness absence

monitoring and, if necessary, help and

support to find a new job. We have

two subsidiaries, including the Men-

sium Group. The Mensium Group has

a team of over 20 experts specialized

in mobility issues.

The growth of our services varies, de-

pending on different parts of our or-

ganization. Nonprofit organizations

increasingly need to establish a more

flexible workforce and outsource the

supervision of their staffing. We have

been a FD Gazelle (Financieele Dag-

blad Award for fast growing compa-

nies) for 5 years in a row, which

means that we have an annual growth

of at least 20%. In one year we grow

more in tempwork, or payroll software

solutions and in another year in salary

administration, and then again more

in solutions for workforce mobility.

Whenever possible, we work centrally

and digitally in order to deliver fast

and efficient services. Thanks to our

locations throughout the country, we

are always nearby. We have offices in

multiple regions and we mainly use

them as meeting places. 

In two years we want to have a loca-

tion in every Dutch province.

"We help organizations to get a

clear grip on their hiring process."

"People make the difference, especially in the 

public sector. At Driessen HRM, we want to 

enable people and organizations to get the best

out of themselves."



Vlissingen (headquarter), 250 inter-

nal employees.  The (inter)national

provision of specialist knowledge

and technical capacity, from 'blue-

collar' technology professionals and

higher skilled white-collar specialists

to maritime, offshore jobs and posi-

tions onshore.

"We focus on Technical Staffing now

and stepped out of General Staffing",

says CEO Patrick van der Ploeg.

"Long-term relationships within spe-

cific niches are very important in our

market. On average, our account man-

agers stay with us for 10 to 15 years.”

We are an intermediate for technical

professionals of 10 to 12 different na-

tionalities. We don’t do this, because

those people are cheaper, in retro-

spect, their skills are very hard to find

in the Netherlands. The gap between

supply and demand of technical spe-

cialists is growing. We are increasingly

dependent on Southern Europe 

and have to recruit even outside of

Europe. Our foreign skilled workers

earn well and are fully facilitated by us

to live pleasantly in the neighbour-

hood of their workplace. We also offer

them language and safety classes and

the necessary professional training

that allows them to further develop

themselves.

In addition to Staffing and Recruit-

ment we also mediate in technical

freelancers within our subsidiaries

Maintec, NOVA Engineering and

Oceanwide. We have recently ac-

quired Isoper and Primat, specializing

in personnel for the refining and on-

shore energy sector. In addition to our

operating company Oceanwide, spe-

cialized in shipping and offshore wind,

oil and gas, we can now also provide

skilled staff to adjacent high-grade in-

dustrial sectors ashore.  

At the moment we occupy a unique

position. We can offer staff for all lev-

els and for a broad range of sectors;

vacancies in the maritime / offshore

section and vacancies on the main-

land. We can mediate our staff in all

these disciplines. This offers our

clients and specialists even more 

variety, development and continuity.

We operate in a labor market where

demand exceeds supply. In the up-

coming years this situation will only

get worse, as more traditional craft

practitioners will retire than new prac-

titioners come from technical back-

grounds. Moreover, the forthcoming

years will be difficult to attract foreign

specialists, as the aging population in

Eastern Europe is even larger than in

the Netherlands and Belgium."

In addition to our locations in Hel-

mond, Amsterdam, The Hague,

Utrecht, Groningen and Leeuwarden

we will also open locations in Breda,

Zwolle and Venlo at the beginning of

2015. We regularly organize work-

shops and trainings for our temporary

employees at our locations. We prefer

to do this in-house, so that people feel

connected to us and they percieve us

as their employer. Therefore, we also

organize a major national event each

year at our headquarter for our flexi-

ble staff, which is very well attended.

We will keep on expanding the variety

of our services and go on optimizing

our organization.”

"We staff the external flexible workforce in the technical 

sector. We provide flexibility and continuity for our clients 

and a strong bond and network with our candidates."



Naarden (headquarter), 60 internal

employees. Secondment of ICT per-

sonnel, outsourcing, co-sourcing en

deta+

“Throughout the years we have in-

vested a lot in sustainable services

like deta+, co-sourcing and outsourc-

ing”, says Maarten Cobelens, COO of

PEAK-IT. 

As from the start, we have grown

enormously, until the crisis hit us. This

made us think. We have immediately

started to work on a robust Business

Model with added value and less de-

pendency on fluctuations in demand.

We had to be patient with this trans-

formation as our clients did not ex-

actly understand why we questioned

the background of their demand for

personnel and the situation on the

ground. We were considered to be

their supplier and not their partner in

ICT and HR solutions. Nevertheless,

we carried on in this direction, and

with success. The intensive coopera-

tion has led to higher quality and

more continuity now, not only with

our clients but also with their clients,

because the quality of the solution

was also fitting the need of that or-

ganization. ‘We make the difference’,

was stated about our service by our

client. We work with very experienced

sales managers whom we have

trained ourselves. Internal communi-

cation is very important to us and we

give our regional sales people a lot of

responsibility.  

Moreover, we have a long term rela-

tionship with our IT professionals that

we outsource. We can take over the

ICT of companies 24/7 with our highly

trained ICT personnel. At the moment

we have filled 8000 positions with

our professionals and they are well

aware of the work processes on loca-

tion. In the future we will focus on tak-

ing over specialized IT-outsourcing-

niche players.  

“Service and IT go together. In the

transformation from secondment

to co- and outsourcing we have

managed to realize growth”  

Zutphen (headquarter), 70 internal

employees. Payroll for  the hospital-

ity and catering industry as well as

for care, building and education

“Since our foundation in 2002 we

have specialized ourselves in payroll

services for companies and inter me-

diaries”, says director Rick Simons.

“We notice that this market grows

year after year”.  We strive for an au-

tonomous growth of 10 percent per

year. Besides that, we continuously

explore the market for interesting

parties that we can add to our busi-

ness Payroll Select. We have already

added three companies in 2014. We

focus mainly on well-managed payroll

companies that are active in areas we

want to expand, like education, hotel-

and catering and the intermediary in-

dustry. In 2015 we are aiming for a

turnover of 150 million Euro’s. 

Payroll workers are at our payroll for

eight months on average and join the

employer after that period. Less than

10 percent of our workforce exists of

fixed contractors. When an employee

gets an opportunity to get a perma-

nent contract from his employer, we

gladly cooperate, because this fits our

philosophy. We even facilitate this

step with our HR Services. 

Administrative processes in order to

allocate employees have become

more and more labor intensive. These

companies need a flexible workforce.

That is why they leave this work to

payroll organizations that can handle

this professionally. Besides: employ-

ees find their way to employers more

easily through social media and inter-

net. In fact you could say that payroll

has become a more evolved way of

staffing. Also it can be regarded as an

extension of regular staffing. This is

an ideal way of working.

“Payroll; an evolution in staffing”



Vessem (headquarter), 800 employ-

ees. Outsourcing and education of 

finance professionals

Welten started off as a training insti-

tution for finance professionals in

1992. Currently, 80% of Welten’s rev-

enue is derived from secondment of

finance professionals and 20% from

educational activities. CAPTER, a spe-

cialist in financial customer service,

was acquired by Welten at the end of

2013. Besides the traditional commu-

nication channels, modern media, like

video chat, is increasingly used by

CAPTER. A growing market. At the

end of December the merger between

Welten and the training institution

Dukers & Baelemans (Tilburg) will be

effectuated. 

“The professional has the lead on his

or her own career at our company. We

facilitate the development.” says Di-

rector Cees Welten. Welten noticess

an increasing demand for training.

Due to the stricter Financial Supervi-

sion Act (Wft), all employees with fi-

nancial client contact need to be in

the possession of the required Wft-

diplomas before January 1, 2016. Wel-

ten and Dukers & Baelemans serve

two-third of the training-market and

will train approximately 160.000 peo-

ple in 2015. “We therefore expect to

double our revenues in 2015 for the

training activities.”

“The modules of our training pro-

grammes are also available online and

are supported by tools and apps to in-

crease the learning efficiency. The

training material is therefore accessi-

ble to everybody and every student

can follow their own learning path

that is adapted to their own learning

needs.”

“As a result of the significant lay-offs

in the banking sector, there is a rising

demand for flexible employment of fi-

nance professionals. There is a lot of

interest in interim professionals who

can be put on ad hoc projects at bank-

ing and insurance companies that are

under pressure of the Netherlands

Authority for Financial Markets (AFM).

Additionally, we observe a substantial

growth in the demand for mortgage

and insurance advisors.”

Apart from the growth nationally, Wel-

ten has been exploring activities

across the border for quite a while. “In

cooperation with the Central Bank in

Surinam we developed training mod-

ules for the banking employees over

there. The plenary training sessions

are provided on location by col-

leagues of Welten. We are currently

working on a digital training platform

for Surinam and the Dutch Antilles.”

Moreover, Welten is analyzing the op-

portunities for further expansion in

Germany. “The Wft requirements will

soon be invoked throughout Europe,

as the requirements were derived

from the European regulation after

all. We made great progression to that

extent. In that respect, I only expect

our markets to grow even more.”

Apeldoorn (headquarter), 540 em-

ployees in total of which 50 internal

General staffing for manual/ground

work (up to secondary vocational

graduates)

Paul Haarhuis, Commercial Director:

“We changed the paradigm of our

staffing activities. We perceive our

temporary workers as the core of the

economy and we are proud of all their

efforts. We translated this into the slo-

gans “We do” and “Proud of our do-

ers”. As such we enable a positive

vibe in all our means of communica-

tion. The temporary workers and

clients are experiencing that and ap-

preciate it as well. We are active in the

production, logistics, call centers,

cleaning, homecare and back-office

sectors. We are part of the family-

owned company ADG dienstengroep.

Positioning ourselves like this gives us

the freedom to be entrepreneurial

and make innovative choices. 

We deliberately chose to work with

new communication methods and so-

cial media, because it corresponds

with the perception of the temporary

workers of the new generation. In the

past, primarily one’s work experience

was assessed. Nowadays the match of

somebody’s talent and interests are

emphasized in the recruitment. 

For instance, we developed a Face-

book app to look at talents of the tem-

porary employees based on their

online social profile. They receive spe-

cific job vacancies that fit with the

areas of interests as profiled on the

social media by the employees them-

selves. This enhances the probability

of our clients to get in to contact with

motivated employees whose interests

and talents perfectly matches the as-

signed job. This way we can ensure

more commitment, development, mo-

tivation and added value in the entire

market of supply and demand. We are

working on a sustainable employabil-

ity of our temporary workers by stim-

ulating development and education.

Innovative developments are also ap-

plied at Persoonality, our independent

label of payroll services. In addition to

the strong growth of payroll services

in hospitality, call centers and retail,

we also offer back-office services to

small staffing companies. We like to

facilitate the employer’s duties of

these different clients by developing

solutions such as a client portal.”

“We strongly focused on 

innovation by using social media”

“We ascertain equal treatment of our professional, regardless 

of their type of contract and invest in their development”



Groningen (headquarter), 86 internal

employees. Technology, Engineering,

Construction & Infrastructure, Oil &

Gas

Dennis Wissink, General Director: “We

mainly focus on secondment of tech-

nology professionals in the Nether-

lands. Our consultants have at least 5

years of experience in their field of ex-

pertise and have often been working

as a professional in their domain as

well. Consequently, we possess thor-

ough knowledge of the industry and

are well-informed on the develop-

ments and issues of our clients. We

give our consultants in the different

regions a lot of responsibility. They

have a lot of freedom to find the most

suitable solution for the clients’

needs. Accordingly we look which con-

tract type would deem to be most ap-

propriate for both the candidate and

the client. 

When we recruit technology profes-

sionals abroad we work together with

our partners. We offer all the neces-

sary assistance to these professionals

in order for them to smoothly settle in

their new working and living environ-

ment. We use social media as much as

possible in our communication with

the professionals. We pay a lot of at-

tention to the training and develop-

ment of our outsourced professionals.

We come up with at least two new

contract formats or business models

every year and launch them into the

market in order to continuously chal-

lenge and innovate ourselves. When a

concept or business model appears to

be unsuccessful, we will promptly pull

the plug again. In this way, we keep on

looking forward and continuously

adapt ourselves to the market condi-

tions. 

“We made listening a form of art and emphasize a healthy and 

structured amount of freedom. The result is an agile organization with

striking power where it is needed most.”



Capitalmind is founded in 1999 and

has four offices in the Benelux and

France. Eight partners and approxi-

mately 25 professionals are associ-

ated with Capitalmind, guiding over

30 transactions per year. 

Capitalmind is part of Mergers 

Alliance, which is an international

network pertaining 350 profession-

als in 30 countries. 

Wim van Acht, partner at Capital-

mind: “As corporate finance advisors

we advise on the sale, acquisition and

funding of companies and/or divisions

of companies. The Fabulous 40 is a

way to profile ourselves in the Indus-

trial, Retail, Food and now in the Flex-

ible Staffing industry.

The number of transactions in the

Staffing industry is rising. The number

of transactions in the US has already

reached three-quarter of the transac-

tion rate before the crisis in 2008. 

Europe is slightly lagging behind, 

nevertheless the number of transac-

tions is starting to advance again. 

Evidently, 4 of the 8 interviewed com-

panies from this Fabulous 40, were re-

cently involved in a transaction. While

the remaining 4 interviewed parties

are taking opportunities into consid-

eration.  

Within Capitalmind and Mergers Al-

liance we were involved in several

transactions, which were primarily in

the Netherlands, the UK and the USA.

Many investors have a stake in the

Staffing industry. Most important ex-

amples in the Netherlands and the UK

are ABN AMRO Participaties, Nordian

Capital, Synergia, HAL Investments,

Parcom, Hoge Dennen, HIG Capital,

Graphite and AEA Investors. This is

not as surprising as it seems, as the

Staffing industry is attractive due to

its autonomous growth and further

expected general economic upturn.

Particularly staffing organisations

with new propositions tend to be suc-

cessful. For instance, payroll services

show an average growth of 25 to 30% 

annually. 

Suppliers of specialised employees

have an average growth rate of 20%.

The stock listed staffing and out-

sourcing agencies on the other hand,

with the exception of DPA Detache -

ring, were not able to reach the

growth levels of the Fabulous 40 be-

tween 2010 and 2012, as illustrated in

the graphs.

We notice that the Staffing industry is

maturing, experiencing an increasing

number of contestants and business

models. We leverage our expertise to

find the right partners for companies

who are aiming to expand, consoli-

date, sell or specialise. Consistently

arranging an appropriate financing

structure is key for success, for which

opportunities internationally are

often above expectations.”

Endnote
The landscape of the staffing industry is continuously changing and is very challenging due to the many

opportunities, conditions and risks. It requires an agile approach. Who knows what the Fabulous 40

might bring next year.

Interviews and commentary: Hinke Wever, FlexNieuws

With the cooperation of: Wim van Acht, Capitalmind
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The Netherlands 
Europalaan 6 - 5232 BC ’s-Hertogenbosch
T +31 73 623 87 74 

France
62 rue La Boétie - 75008 Paris

T +33 1 48 24 63 00

■ Independent Corporate Finance Advisory since 1999, with a focus on 
mid-market deals up to EUR 200 million

■ European team strong of more than 25 experienced professionals

■ 4 offices across Europe:
• France: Paris, Lyon
• The Netherlands: ’s-Hertogenbosch, Amsterdam (Hilversum)

■ Award winning: 150 deals completed over the past 5 years

■ Core sectors: Business services, Consumer incl. Food, Industrials, TMT and
Healthcare

■ Truly international access to worldwide strategic and financial players
through Mergers Alliance with more than 350 professionals worldwide

Capitalmind advises mid-market companies,
corporates, entrepreneurs and (PE) investors 
on selling and buying businesses, MBO, 
growth capital and debt finance.

www.capitalmind.com

Capitalmind is the merger of 
two independent European Corporate Finance firms 

(BlueMind in The Netherlands and Capital Partner in France) 
holding key positions in the Benelux and France.
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